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Error-resilient Spintronics via the Shannon-inspired
Model of Computation

Ameya D. Patil, Student Member, IEEE, Sasikanth Manipatruni, Member, IEEE, Dmitri E. Nikonov, Senior

Member, IEEE, Ian A. Young, Life Fellow, IEEE, and Naresh R. Shanbhag, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—The energy and delay reductions from CMOS scal-
ing have stagnated, motivating the search for a CMOS replace-
ment. Spintronic devices are one of the promising beyond-CMOS
alternatives. However, they exhibit high switching error rates of
1% or more when operated at energy and delay comparable to
CMOS, rendering them incompatible with deterministic nature
of digital implementations. In this paper, we employ Shannon-
inspired model of computation to enhance the tolerance of all spin
logic (ASL)-based implementations to gate-level switching errors.
We develop logic-level path delay reallocation techniques to shape
the output error statistics and propose a novel error compensa-
tion scheme to achieve 1000⇥ higher tolerance to device-level
switching errors, while maintaining classification accuracy of an
ASL-based support vector machine (SVM) classifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

Past few decades have seen tremendous improvement in
computational efficiency, in part due to relentless CMOS scal-
ing to achieve improved density of transistors while reducing
their in switching energy and delay and preserving nearly
error-free switching behavior. However, as the channel lengths
continue to reduce beyond a few tens of nanometers, the
energy and delay reductions have stagnated. Hence it is of
great interest to explore new computational devices and new
models of computation that leverage the unique properties of
such devices to enable continued computational scaling.

In particular, spin-based computational devices built with
nanomagnets and spin-polarized transport have emerged as a
viable beyond CMOS option, due to their following favorable
attributes: (i) non-volatility, (ii) higher logical efficiency, and
(iii) high integration density and compatibility with the state-
of-art back-end electronics manufacturing processes. These
devices are a subset of the beyond CMOS devices which
include devices based on electron spin [1], [2] and magneto-
electric [3], [4] phenomena.

However, spin-based devices are not competitive to CMOS
[5], in terms of switching energy and delay, due to their high
energy-delay requirements to achieve deterministic switching
[6]–[9]. As switching energy or delay is reduced, their switch-
ing error probability increases, rendering them incompatible
with the required determinism of the digital logic. Hence,
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multiple research efforts are underway to improve the energy-
efficiency of spin-based implementations.

Recent attempts at improving energy-efficiency of spin-
based implementations particularly focus on exploiting unique
attributes of spin-based devices to efficiently implement ma-
chine learning algorithms. The examples include exploiting
domain wall magnets for analog multiplication [10]–[12],
using racetrack memory structures to achieve reconfigurable
precision [13], efficient logic operations and data conversion
[14], [15], and analog nature of spin currents for efficient
dot product computation [16]. Recently, researchers have also
exploited nanomagnet stochasticity for efficient probabilistic
inference implementations. The examples include efficient
realization of restricted Boltzmann machines [17], stochastic
optimization schemes [18], probabilistic spiking neural net-
works [19], and stochastic bit-stream computing [20], [21].

In this paper, we explore how one can significantly increase
switching error probability of spin-based logic gates in digital
implementations of machine learning classifiers while main-
taining their inference accuracy. This problem is akin to the
classical problem formulation of achieving reliable computa-
tion using unreliable components posed by John von Neumann
in [22], where a reliable logic network was defined as one
whose output exhibits a probability of error pe < 0.5 when
designed using ✏-noisy logic gates, i.e., gates whose outputs
are in error with probability ✏. It was further demonstrated
that a reliable logic network can be designed for any logic
function provided ✏  0.0073 and that it is impossible to do
so if ✏ >

1
6 . Later tighter upper bounds on ✏ were obtained

in a series of papers [23], [24] culminating with those of
Evans and Schulman [25]. All these works do not consider
the fundamental trade-off between ✏, energy, and delay, and
assume identical ✏ for all gates. Furthermore, they rely on
gate-level replication to minimize the error probability of all
intermediate binary signals in order to achieve a small pe,
leading to prohibitive increase in the overhead.

In this paper, we employ the Shannon-inspired model of
computation [26] to enhance the tolerance of all spin logic
(ASL)-based classifier implementations to gate-level switching
errors, while maintaining their inference accuracy. In the
Shannon-inspired framework, hardware errors are engineered
and then efficiently compensated via the introduction of
tailored redundancy, in the spirit of Shannon’s theory for
communications [27]. The contributions of this papers are as
follows:

• We characterize the ✏-energy-delay trade-off for ASL
gates to enable non-uniform ✏ assignments across logic
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Fig. 1. All Spin Logic (ASL) (a) diagram of clocked ASL inverter gate [28],
[29], (b) clocked ASL inverter symbol, and (c) clocked ASL 3-majority gate
symbol.

gates.
• We propose logic-level path delay reallocation techniques

to assign appropriate error rates to individual gates such
that the resulting output error distributions are shaped to
facilitate error compensation.

• We propose a novel maximum likelihood (ML) error
compensation scheme that exploits these shaped output
error statistics to compensate the errors efficiently.

• We demonstrate a 1000⇥ higher average error rate tol-
erance and a 3⇥ lower energy-per-decision for an ASL-
based digital support vector machine (SVM) implemen-
tation, while maintaining its system-level classification
accuracy.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes the relevant background, while Section III describes
a modified ✏-noisy model to capture the gate-level trade-
off between ✏, energy, and delay. Section IV describes the
proposed Shannon-inspired ASL-based SVM implementation.
Section V presents the simulation results, while Section VI
concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. All Spin Logic Device

Figure 1(a) shows a diagram of an ASL inverter. It consists
of two nanomagnets separated by a conducting channel. The
input nanomagnet polarizes the supply current passing through
it. This creates a spin concentration gradient and propagates
the spin current in the channel. This spin current, in turn,
exerts a torque on the magnetization of the output nanomagnet
forcing it to switch.

Since the nanomagnets and the spin channel are metallic, the
equivalent electrical resistance across the nanomagnet-channel
stack is small (few ⌦s), enabling these devices to operate
at ultra-low supply voltages. However, the electrical current
through the input nanomagnet flows irrespective of output
activity, causing high static energy consumption. The nano-
magnets, being non-volatile, retain the magnetization vector
state even when the supply current is switched off. Hence,
[29], [30] propose to clock these devices via a MOSFET,
operating in the linear region, which acts as a switch turning
ON the ASL device only when it needs to compute as shown
in Fig. 1(a). The ON duration Tg of clock can be externally
controlled for each gate. Thus, the energy consumption of the
clocked ASL gates is completely determined by Tg and the ON
current of the gating MOSFET. Fig. 1(b) and 1(c) show the
logical symbols for clocked ASL inverter and 3-majority gate,
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Fig. 2. The Shannon-inspired model of computation: (a) model, (b) statistical
error compensation (SEC), (c) algorithmic noise tolerance (ANT), a special
case of SEC, where the error compensator combines two unreliable outputs
ya and ye, (d) illustrative distributions of computational error ⌘, estimation
error e that lead to a low-complexity and accurate error compensator.

respectively. [30] proposed to share a single MOSFET across
multiple nanomagnets by electrically stacking their supply
terminals in series to significantly amortize the clock pulse
generation and MOSFET switching overheads. In this work,
we assume such amortization described in [30] and focus on
the impact of gate-level switching errors on the final output.

B. Support Vector Machine

Linear SVM [31] is a simple and popular machine learning
algorithm for binary classification. The SVM learns a hyper-
plane to separate the training feature vectors into two regions,
each corresponding to one class, as shown below:

wTx+ b

ẑ=1

R
ẑ=�1

0

where w and b denote the trained weight vector and bias
representing the separating hyperplane, respectively, x denotes
the N -dimensional input feature vector, and ẑ denotes the
predicted label. If the true label is denoted by z, the accuracy
of SVM is given by the probability of classification error
pe = Pr{ẑ 6= z}, which can be empirically estimated for
a given dataset.

C. Shannon-inspired Model of Computation

The Shannon-inspired model of computation [26] (Fig.
2(a)) comprises an encoder, a noise-free computation of the
desired correct output Yo = f(X) being corrupted by noise
in nanoscale fabrics parametrized by variable ⌘ to generate
the observed output Y = f(X; ⌘) of the error-prone device
fabric (the channel), followed by the decoder that recovers the
corrected output Ŷ . In Fig. 2(a), all variables (X,Yo, ⌘, Y, Ŷ )
are random variables. In this paper, we use capitals to denote
random variables and small letters to denote their particular
instance. For example, Y denotes a random variable, while y

denotes a specific value of Y .
Statistical error compensation (SEC) (Fig. 2(b)), one class of

the design techniques within the Shannon-inspired framework
[26], [32], introduces a statistical error compensator block
as a decoder, which combines multiple unreliable outputs
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Fig. 3. Trade-off between switching error rate ✏, switching energy Eg , and
switching delay Tg for a clocked ASL inverter gate.

Y1, . . . , Yn to compute corrected output Ŷ . Algorithmic noise
tolerance (ANT) (Fig. 2(c)) is a special case of SEC where the
error compensator combines two unreliable outputs ya and ye.
ANT consists of a main block designed using unreliable/noisy
device fabric accounts for 85%-90% of total gate count com-
plexity. It strives to compute correct output yo, but ends up
computing ya due to the unreliability of the underlying device
fabric. ANT augments the main block with a low complexity
estimator that computes an estimate ye of the correct output
yo. Under the assumption of additive noise model, the main
block and estimator outputs are described as follows:

ya = yo + ⌘ (1)
ye = yo + e (2)

where ⌘ is a system-level hardware error observed at the main
block output, and e is the estimation error incurred due to
inherent lower complexity of the estimator.

The estimator and the error compensator are designed using
reliable, and hence energy-inefficient, circuits, constituting the
error compensation overhead in ANT. Hence, their combined
complexity (in terms of gate count) needs to be significantly
(⇡ 5-to-10⇥) smaller than the main block. Previously, it
has been shown that [33]–[35] the complexity of the error
compensator can be reduced by shaping the distributions of
⌘ and e, P⌘(⌘) and Pe(e), respectively, to be disparate from
each other as shown is Fig. 2(b) and 2(c). In particular, a
dense Pe(e) is realized by introducing a reduced-precision
estimator, while a sparse P⌘(⌘) is realized by permitting MSB
errors in the LSB-first architectures [34]–[37]. Various design
techniques to reduce the overhead of the estimator and the
error compensator have been proposed [36]–[39].

D. Mutual Information (MI)

The mutual information (MI) I(X;Y ) between two random
variables X and Y quantifies the amount of information
conveyed about X by knowing the value of Y , and vice versa.
The MI I(X;Y ) is defined as:

I(X;Y ) = H(X)�H(X|Y ) = H(Y )�H(Y |X) (3)

where H(X) and H(X|Y ) denote the entropy of X and
conditional entropy of X given Y , respectively. The entropy
H(X) of a random variable X quantifies the uncertainty
about the value of X , and is a function of its probability
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Fig. 4. The modified ✏-noisy gate model for clocked ASL: (a) a gate-level
schematic emulating the stochastic behavior of a non-volatile, clocked ASL
3-majority gate, and (b) timing diagram illustrating the phase where the gate
is ON and OFF.

distribution. In this paper, we use MI metric to show that the
Shannon-inspired model of computation (Fig. 2) enhances the
MI I(Yo;Ya, Ye), thereby enabling an accurate recovery of yo
from ya and ye.

III. MODELING STOCHASTICITY OF ASL DEVICES

In this section, we develop a gate-level model to capture
the inherent device-level stochasticity of ASL at the circuit
and architecture level. Even after receiving supply current Ion
(> Icrit) at the input nanomagnet, the output nanomagnet of
the ASL gate may not switch due to the presence of Langevin
thermal noise [6]–[9], where Icrit denotes the minimum current
required for nanomagnetic switching. In this paper, we refer to
this probabilistic event as switching error, and its probability
✏ as the switching error rate. In [6], an analytical expression
for ✏ was derived by employing the Fokker-Planck equation
for magnetization vector switching dynamics governed by the
fundamental LLG equation and was validated against Landau-
Lifshitz simulations of a macrospin including appropriate
thermal field. This analysis indicates a gate-level trade-off
between switching error rate ✏, the switching energy Eg , and
the switching delay Tg of ASL gates.

Fig. 3 shows the iso-error rate delay vs. energy contours
of an ASL inverter at various error rates. As expected, the
error rate decreases with increasing energy or delay. In fact,
when Ion � Icrit, the expression for ✏ [6] can be simplified
via Taylor series approximation (as shown in Supplementary
Information Section I) to:

✏(Eg, Tg) = � exp(�⇣
p
EgTg) (4)

where � and ⇣ are device-dependent constants described in
Supplementary Information Section I. A 3-majority ASL gate
operates with error rate of ✏(Eg, Tg) if all its inputs are equal,
and with higher error rate of ✏(Eg

3 , Tg) otherwise. In this work,
we conservatively upper-bound the error rate of 3-majority
gate to ✏(Eg

3 , Tg). Equation (4) explains the observed linearity
of the contours at higher values of Eg or Tg in Fig. 3. We
further note that ASL inverter consumes 8⇥ more energy
compared to 20 nm CMOS FO4 inverter [2] at ✏ = 10�14 and
at identical switching delays. Hence, ASL-based conventional
digital architectures remain non-competitive with respect to
present day CMOS. As ✏ is increased beyond 1%, the ASL
inverter becomes more energy-efficient than CMOS, demon-
strating the potential for achieving energy-efficiency, if one
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can tolerate such high gate-level error rates while maintaining
final system-level accuracy.

We develop a modified ✏-noisy gate model (Fig. 4(a)) to
describe a clocked ASL gate, which comprehends its under-
lying stochastic behavior, while being sufficiently abstract to
permit the design and analysis of complex ASL networks.
The modified ✏-noisy gate model captures: a) the logic-
level manifestation of device-level stochasticity, b) the input
dependence of ASL errors due to the non-volatility of the
nanomagnets, i.e., the ASL gate makes an error only when the
output nanomagnet fails to switch when it should, implying a
dependence of the error event on the input data, and c) the
role of the CLK terminal in the gate operation.

Fig. 4(b) shows the timing diagram for the modified ✏-
noisy model. The Boolean inputs A, B, and C are applied
at time t. The ASL gate generates its output Y at time t+Tg

where Tg is the switching delay assigned to the ASL gate. The
model comprises of an ideal noise-free Boolean gate whose
output Mt = maj{At, Bt, Ct} is EXORed with a Bernoulli
random variable ✓ with parameter ✏, i.e., Pr{✓ = 1} = ✏. The
output selector (implemented using a multiplexer in Fig. 4(b))
computes the final output Yt+Tg by choosing either the output
of the EXOR gate Mt � ✓ or the error-free output Mt. The
D flip-flop models the non-volatility, i.e., the ability to retain
the output when CLK = 0. The EXOR gate output is chosen
only if Yt 6= Mt, capturing the fact that the switching error
can occur only if the output nanomagnet is required to switch.

IV. SHANNON-INSPIRED ASL ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe how the Shannon-inspired
approach can be applied to clocked ASL networks to increase
their tolerance to switching errors. In Section IV-A, we pro-
pose path delay reallocation techniques that exploit the gate-
level trade-off between ✏, Eg , and Tg to shape the output error

statistics and thereby ease error recovery. In Section IV-B, we
propose a novel fusion block architecture to compensate for
the switching errors.

A. Shaping Error Statistics

In clocked digital ASL networks, the random switching
errors occur at the output of every logic gate as modeled in
Section III. The impact of such gate-level errors accumulates
as the input propagates to the final output. For example,
consider a clocked ASL-based 8 bit ripple carry adder (RCA)
consisting of all ASL gates operating at identical switching
delay Tg , switching energy per nanomagnet Eg , and hence,
identical ✏(Eg, Tg) as shown in Fig. 5(a). The resulting dis-
tribution P⌘(⌘) of output error ⌘ for a 15 bit RCA is dense
as shown in Fig. 5(b) and 5(c) for ✏(Eg, Tg) = 10�2 and
✏(Eg, Tg) = 10�1, respectively. Brute force compensation of
the errors having such distributions can be computationally
expensive as discussed in Subsection IV-B. We propose error
statistics shaping techniques to impose a structure on P⌘(⌘)
to reduce the complexity of error compensation.

We exploit the error rate, energy, and delay trade-off of the
clocked ASL gates (shown in Fig. 3) to shape the distribution
of error ⌘. In particular, we control the gate-level switching
delay via clock pulse width modulation as described in Section
II-A [29], [30]. Exploiting this degree-of-freedom, we propose
two logic-level delay assignment steps, namely path delay bal-
ancing (PDB) and path delay redistribution (PDR). We begin
with a logic gate network with all gate delays equal to Tg .
Thus, the critical paths are those with the maximum number
of gates Ncp and therefore have the path delay Tcp = TgNcp.
In PDB and PDR steps, the gate delays are reassigned at a
constant switching energy (per nanomagnet) of Eg (moving
vertically in Fig. 3) and at a constant throughput (identical
critical path delay Tcp) as follows:
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1) PDB: In PDB, delays of gates lying on the shorter paths
are increased, at a constant energy Eg , making every gate to lie
on one or more critical paths. Thus, PDB reduces error rate of
gates on shorter paths, while leaving the original critical path
unaltered, now containing gates with highest error rates.

2) PDR: In PDR, the gates delays along all critical paths
are further redistributed to further enhance the sparsity of
P⌘(⌘), while keeping their path delay constant. In particular,
the delays of the few gates in the middle of the critical path
are increased (lowering ✏) at the expense of the reduction in
the delays (increasing ✏) of the gates lying at the beginning
and at the end of the critical path. Such delay redistribution
increases the error rates of the top few MSBs and bottom
few LSBs, while reducing the error rates of the other bits in
the middle. Doing so results in increased probability of errors
having extreme magnitudes (both very high and very low),
leading to a highly sparse P⌘(⌘).

Supplementary Information Section IV describes PDB and
PDR algorithms in detail. We define the average device error
rate of the clocked ASL network as ✏cp-avg = ✏(Eg, Tcp-avg),
where Tcp-avg = Tcp

Ncp
. Note: Tcp-avg = Tg , when all gates on the

critical path have equal delay. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the spatial
distribution in gate-level switching error rates (employing the
color code from Fig. 3) for an 8 bit clocked ASL-based RCA
after applying both PDB and PDR. The resulting P⌘(⌘) for a
15 bit RCA subject to PDB and PDR is shown in Fig. 6(b)
and (c) for ✏cp-avg = 10�2 and ✏cp-avg = 10�1, respectively.
Compared to the distributions in 5(b) and (c), the distributions
in 6(b) and (c) are sparse, i.e., they have distinct well-separated
peaks with relatively smaller spread around them.

Next, we show that error statistics shaping via PDB and
PDR preserves the information in the erroneous output ya

about the correct output yo, which can be quantified via
the MI I(Ya;Yo). We empirically estimate I(Ya;Yo) for the
15 bit RCA example in Fig. 5 and 6. For an error-free RCA,
I(Ya;Yo) = 13.98 bits, which drops to 6.18 bits, with all
gates are operating at an identical error rate of ✏cp-avg = 10�1.
The resulting P⌘(⌘) in Fig. 5(c) is dense. The Shaped error

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Digital clocked ASL-based 120-dimensional SVM classifiers: (a)
conventional serial architecture with uniform delay assignments, (b) Shannon-
inspired architecture.

statistics in Fig. 6(c) enhances MI I(Ya;Yo) to 11.15 bits.
Noted that there exist multiple methods of shaping P⌘(⌘) to
increase the MI. Furthermore, a high value of I(Ya;Yo) only
guarantees the existence of an error compensation scheme to
reliably recover yo from ya. However, such scheme need not
be efficient. In Subsection IV-B, we derive a near-optimal
low-complexity error compensation scheme that exploits the
sparsity of P⌘(⌘).

B. Maximum Likelihood (ML) Error Compensator

The role of the fusion block in SEC is to compute the
estimate ŷ of the correct output yo, as a function of two error-
prone observations ya and ye (see Fig. 2(a)). One approach
to make ŷ a good estimate of yo is to choose ŷ such that
it maximizes the likelihood of the observations ya and ye as
follows:

ŷ = argmax
y

PYa,Ye|Yo

⇢
Ya = ya, Ye = ye

����Yo = y

�
(5)

where PYa,Ye|Yo
denotes the likelihood of Ya and Ye given Yo

and y denotes a free variable in the maximization that is swept
over the range of possible values of correct output yo. Thus,
ŷ is a maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of yo. In general, it
can be computationally expensive to compute and maximize
PYa,Ye|Yo

. However, the error statistics shaping described in
Section IV-A significantly reduces the computation of the ML
estimate ŷ as shown next.

Noting the independence of ⌘ and e conditioned on Yo in
(5), we get,

ŷ = argmax
y

P⌘(ya � y)Pe(ye � y) (6)

We employ parametric models for P⌘(⌘) and Pe(e) [36] as
shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively, to simplify (6) to:

ŷ = ya � ⌘̂ (7)
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Fig. 9. Accuracy vs. energy, error rate trade-off for different digital clocked ASL-based 120-dimensional SVM classifier implementations operating at a
fixed decision delay and pFA of 1%: (a) True positive rate pTP vs. average device error rate ✏cp-avg, (b) pTP vs. total classifier energy per decision, (c) mutual
information (MI) I(Yo;Y ) and corresponding classification error rate (1� pTP) vs. ✏cp-avg curves for serial architecture (black), and after shaping its error ⌘
statistics (blue), and Shannon-inspired architecture (red).
with ⌘̂ given as:

⌘̂ = argmax
⌘i


pi {⌘i�L<yae<⌘i+L}fe(�yae + ⌘i)| {z }

fc(yae,⌘i)

�
(8)

where yae = ya � ye = ⌘ � e, Pr{⌘ = ⌘i} = pi,
mini,j |⌘i � ⌘j | = d, Pr{|e| < L} = 1, and fe denotes a
functional description of Pe when |e| < L. Detailed derivation
of (7) and (8) is given in Supplementary Information Section
I.

Given ya, ye, a brute-force computation of the ML estimate
ŷ requires evaluating (7) by calculating RHS of (8) for every
⌘i, and selecting ⌘i = ⌘̂ that maximizes it. Fig. 7(c) illustrates
plots of fc(yae, ⌘) as a function of yae for all values of ⌘. It
can be observed that ⌘̂ can be approximately computed via
comparisons of yae with thresholds ⌧is. Thus, the ML error
compensator has a decision tree structure as shown in Fig.
7(d), and is henceforth referred to as a TreeCompensator. The
thresholds ⌧is in the TreeCompensator are a function of error
distributions P⌘ and Pe. For a given implementation, these
distributions can be characterized once during simulations, or
one-time calibration phase of the prototype chip. Once the
thresholds are computed offline and stored, the TreeCom-
pensator can be implemented efficiently using only a few
subtracters.

C. Digital Clocked ASL-based Dot Product Implementations

Fig. 8(a) shows the conventional serial architecture of
an 120-dimensional SVM classifier. It employs 8-bit signed
Baugh Wooley multipliers (BWM) and a carry save adder
(CSA). All gates in this architecture operate at identical error
rates. The Shannon-inspired architecture in Fig. 8(b) employs
the conventional serial architecture as the main block (MB),
and applies PDB and PDR to shape its output error distribu-
tion. Since PDB and PDR techniques make some gates operate
at lower error rate, few reliable intermediate signals in BWMs
can be employed as the estimates of the BWM outputs indi-
cated via green reduced-precision embedded estimator (RPE-
EST) blocks in BWMs, similar to techniques discussed in [37]
to reduce estimator overhead. The additional overhead consists
of a CSA and a digital clocked ASL implementation of the
TreeCompensator derived in Section IV-B to compute error
compensated output ŷ. The bit precisions in the estimator and
the compensator blocks are primarily dictated by the number

of dominant peaks in the sparse shape of the ⌘ distribution
of the main block. The CSA and the compensator overhead
amounts to 11% of the gate complexity of the MB. We assume
a low error rate ✏ = 10�4

✏cp-avg for all the gates in the CSA and
TreeCompensator (marked green in Fig. 8(b)). We assume that
the TreeCompensator computation can be pipelined since it
operates only on the final outputs of the MB and the estimator.
This allows the gates in the TreeCompensator to operate at
lower energy since its critical path is shorter than that of the
MB. More details of the Shannon-inspired architecture are
described in Supplementary Information Section II.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We demonstrate the benefits of the Shannon-inspired model
of computation for a digital clocked ASL architecture of SVM
classifier used for electroencephalogram (EEG) based seizure
detection. The accuracy of the classifier is captured in terms
of true positive (TP) rate pTP and false alarm (FA) rate pFA,
where pTP = Pr{ẑ = 1|z = 1} and pFA = Pr{ẑ =
1|z = 0}, and the probabilities are estimated empirically (via
leave-one-out cross-validation) [40] for the MIT-CHB EEG
dataset [41] by running extensive Monte Carlo simulations.
We compare the Shannon-inspired architecture (Fig. 8(b))
with (i) clocked ASL-based conventional serial architecture
(Fig. 8(a)) consisting of 54,332 gates, (ii) clocked ASL-based
3-MR architecture, which replicates the conventional serial
architecture thrice and takes a bitwise majority vote on their
outputs, and (iii) 20 nm LV CMOS architecture, which consists
of exact same full adder-level logic network as that of the
serial architecture. We compare pTP vs energy per decision
and ✏cp-avg trade-offs at a fixed decision delay of 9.7 ns and
pFA = 1%. Detailed simulation methodology is described in
Supplementary Information Section III.

A. Accuracy vs ✏cp-avg and Energy Trade-off

We observe in Fig. 9(a) that Shannon-inspired architecture
(Fig. 8(b)) can tolerate 1000⇥ higher ✏cp-avg compared to the
conventional serial architecture (Fig. 8(a)) while maintaining
the pTP close to that of the fixed point ideal error-free architec-
ture. In particular, the pTP for Shannon-inspired architecture
is close to 93% even though ✏cp-avg is as high as 1%. The 3-
MR architecture tolerates an ✏cp-avg up to 0.01%. It is greater
than that of the serial architecture but worse by 100⇥ when
compared to the Shannon-inspired architecture. Furthermore,
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Fig. 10. Impact of non-idealities and process variations on the Shannon-inspired implementation: (a) pTP vs ✏cp-avg trade-off for Shannon-inspired
implementation having 46 distinct clock pulse widths, (b) pTP box plot for different levels of static within-die process variations measured in terms of
�
µ Eb, ↵, and Ion for Shannon-inspired implementation having 46 distinct clock pulse widths, and (c) pTP box plot as a function of extent of dynamic clock
network variations �

Tg,min
for the Shannon-inspired implementation having 46 distinct clock pulse widths, and �

µ of Eb, ↵, and Ion set at 4%, 5%, and 7%,
respectively.
we show that intermediate estimator-only output (ye in Fig.
8(b)) achieves lower accuracy, emphasizing the requirement
to combine the two erroneous outputs (ya,ye in Fig. 8(b)) to
achieve close-to-ideal accuracy.

The Shannon-inspired architecture achieves a 3⇥ lower
energy compared to the conventional serial architecture (Fig.
9(b)) while maintaining pTP = 93%. The 3-MR architecture,
however, consumes 2.3⇥ more energy than the serial architec-
ture even though it operates at higher device error rate. This is
because the energy overhead of replication offsets the energy
reduction achieved by operating at higher device error rate.
However, despite its high error tolerance, the Shannon-inspired
architecture still requires 1.7⇥ more energy compared to the
20 nm LV CMOS architecture, pointing to the need to explore
devices with improved energy vs. error rate trade-offs and/or
the use of increasingly powerful SEC techniques [42]–[44].
We also note in Fig. 9(b) that the estimator block (consisting
only of the green CSA block in Fig. 8(b)) consumes 20% of
the total energy (‘Estimator Only’ curve in Fig. 9(b)).

The reason for the effectiveness of the Shannon-inspired
model in compensating for errors is the enhancement in MI
I(Yo;Ya) due to error statistics shaping via PDB and PDR as
shown Fig. 9(c). Despite error statistics shaping, ya remains
a poor estimate of yo, as evident from its high classification
error rate (1�pTP ). Since I(Yo;Ya) is high, it implies that Yo

can be estimated accurately from Ya. However, such an error
compensator need not be efficient. Hence, in the Shannon-
inspired model, we rely on two error-prone observations ya

and ye to estimate yo both efficiently and accurately. The
MI I(Yo; Ŷ ) is even higher than I(Yo;Ya) due additional
information about yo contributed by ye.

B. Impact of Non-idealities and Process Variations

Next, we evaluate the tolerance of the proposed Shannon-
inspired architecture to various practical non-idealities, such
as, finite number of distinct clock pulse widths, process varia-
tions, and clock pulse width variations. While PDB and PDR
can potentially assign a unique delay to each gate, in practice,
those delays need to be further quantized to take one value out
of the finite set of available distinct clock pulse widths. Fig.
10(a) shows the pTP vs. ✏cp-avg curves for the Shannon-inspired
architecture after quantizing the ideal clock pulse widths to 46
distinct pulse widths for the SVM implementation (Fig. 8(b))

consisting of 54,332 gates. The number of distinct clock pulse
widths is of the same order as the number of gating domains
explored in [30]. We observe negligible deterioration in the
accuracy of Shannon-inspired architecture (in ✏cp-avg < 1%
regime). Such gate clock pulse width quantization enables
amortization of the clock pulse generation circuitry, including
the sharing of the clocking transistors across different nano-
magnets [30]. The clock network design is further simplified
since the quantized clock pulse widths are integer multiples of
the shortest reference clock, and multiple parallel dot products
(in applications such as filter banks, neural networks) can share
a single clock generation circuitry.

Process variations present an additional challenge in beyond
CMOS systems. We evaluate the tolerance of the Shannon-
inspired approach to static within-die variations in three device
parameters, namely, energy barrier Eb and damping coefficient
↵ of the nanomagnets, and clocking transistor ON current Ion.
We observe in Fig. 10(b) that, the Shannon-inspired archi-
tecture with quantized clock pulse widths, can tolerate a 3(�µ )
variations of up to 24% in each of the three device parameters.
When dynamic variations in the clock pulse widths is included
in addition to their quantization and process variations, we find
in Fig. 10(c) that the Shannon-inspired architecture can tolerate
a maximum deviation (�) of 20% of the minimum clock pulse
width (Tg,min).

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we demonstrated the benefits of employing
the Shannon-inspired model of computation to enhance the
tolerance of digital clocked ASL implementations to random
gate-level switching errors. While it improves the energy-
efficiency of digital clocked ASL-based implementations, the
same approach can be applied to many other spintronic de-
vices, such as MESO [3], CoMET [4], as long as they use
nanomagnet switching for information processing. Shannon-
inspired techniques have previously been applied to CMOS
implementations to further reduce their energy consumption
via voltage overscaling [33], [43]. In contrast, ASL/spintronics
provides a new way of trading of stochasticity with energy by
realizing this energy-accuracy trade-off at the device level. The
Shannon-inspired approach can enhance the ability to perform
reliable computation on stochastic device fabrics to enable the
use of a highly error prone but scalable physical device.
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I. Derivations of Equations in the main text 

(i) Equation (4) 

In [1], Fokker-Planck analysis was employed to derive an approximate analytical expression for switching 

error rate ! of the output nanomagnet in a clocked ASL inverter as a function of its switching energy "#, 

and assigned gate delay $# as follows: 	

!&"#, $#( = 1 − exp
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with  

"# = =e<
3 89:;<$# (cd2) 



where =e< denotes supply current through the input nanomagnet, =>?;@ denotes asymptotically minimum 

supply current required to switch the output nanomagnet given infinite duration, 89:;< denotes the 

resistance across the nanomagnet-channel stack at the input stage, and "D, $, gh, i denote energy barrier, 

absolute temperature, effective internal anisotropic field, damping coefficient of the output nanomagnet, 

respectively.  

If =e< ≫ =>?;@, the !&"#, $#( expression can be approximated as, 

!&"#, $#( ≈ 1 − exp
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Denoting the energy-delay product of the gate as Κ#, we have, 

"#$# = Κ# 

moreover, using equation (SA3), we get,  

!&Κ#n
( ≈ 	1 − exp
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Thus, for a given value of energy delay product Κ#, the device error rate ! remains approximately constant. 

This is the reason why iso-! contours in Fig. 3 in the main text appear approximately linear. Furthermore, 



application of first-order Taylor approximation on (SA4) leads to (4) in the main text, with q = 23 Pr

shN
 and 

t =
3HIJKLMu

[
QRSTUVWXTY

^p

([]H^)
.	 

(ii) Equations (7) and (8): 

For probability distribution of w, we assume following parametric form:  

xy(w) = z {|}{y�yn}

hÅ

|�ZhÅ

(cd5) 

where	∑ {|| = 1 for {| ∈ [0,1], àw| − wâà > ã for all å, ç and }{y�yn} denotes indicator function defined as 

follows:  

}{y�yn} = é
1										if	{w = w|}	is	true
0										otherwise														

 

In particular, w|s denote the locations of the distinct, well-separated spikes. This form assumes that w can 

take only 2Fy + 1 ã-separated values. In practice, however, the sparse distribution will have 2Fy + 1 

sufficiently well-separated clusters (i.e. a small spread of allowed w around each w| in equation (SA5)) as 

shown in main text Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c).  

Since the estimator error is dense and bounded over a small range, we assume following parametric form 

for xô(G):  

xô(G) = }{|ô|õℒ}ùô(G)		 (cd6) 

where ℒ denotes maximum possible non-zero value of G, and 

ùô(G) = 	ü

1

ℒ
−

G

ℒ3 			if	0 ≤ G ≤ 	ℒ

1

ℒ
+

G

ℒ3
			if − ℒ ≤ G ≤ 	0

(cd7) 

Now, we start with following equation (6) from the main text: 

¢£ = argmax
ß

	xy(¢® − ¢)	xô(¢ô − ¢) 

and substitute xy(w) and xô(G) definitions in (SA5) and (SA6) to get  



¢£ = 	 argmax
ß

© z {|}{ß™Zß�yn}

hÅ

|�ZhÅ

´ ¨}{|ß≠Zß|õℒ}ùô(G)Æ . (cd8) 

Rearranging the terms and noting that }{ß™Zß�yn}}{|ß≠Zß|õℒ} = }{ynZℒõß™Zß≠õyn]ℒ}, we get,  

¢£ = argmax
ß

z ù∞(¢®ô, w|)

hÅ

|�ZhÅ

}{ß�ß™Zyn} 	 (cd9) 

with  

ù∞(¢®ô, w|) = 	{|}{ynZℒõß™≠õyn]ℒ}ùô(−¢®ô + w|).  

where ¢®ô = ¢® − ¢ô. Note that each term ù∞(¢®ô, w|)}{ß�ß™Zyn} in (cd9) can be non-zero only when ¢ =

¢® − w|. Since w| ≠ wâ		∀å, ç, (cd9) can be rewritten for a given value of ¢® and ¢ô by changing the 

maximization over ¢ to maximization over w| as follows:  

¢£ = ¢® − ŵ	  

with  

ŵ = argmax
yn

ù∞(¢®ô, w|) 

Thus, we arrive at (7) and (8) starting with (6) in the main text.  

II. Design Details of Shannon-inspired Clocked ASL Implementation of SVM  

(i) Constrained PDB:  

As described in the main text Section IV.A, in PDB, the gates on the non-critical paths are made to operate 

at the correspondingly larger delay, but at constant energy, and hence reducing their error rate. However, if 

the main block is sufficiently complex, it is possible that few paths, being very short compared to the critical 

paths, allow a sufficiently large increase in the gate delay. In inference applications, reducing the error rate 

below 10Zµ-10Z∂ may not lead to any further robustness benefits (since the data noise starts dominating 

the final system-level performance). In such cases, one can constrain the PDB technique to increase the 

gate delay, while decreasing its switching energy and maintaining its error rate sufficiently low. The impact 

of constrained PDB is illustrated in Fig. SF1(A). Suppose given gate ∑[ is initially at &"#[, $#[, !#∏
( and 



application of PDB results in the delay of $#[
∗  and reduction in its error rate to !#∏

∗ . Now, if corresponding 

inference kernel implementation preserves its system-level performance even if all its gates have error rates 

of !#∏
∫ , the PDB can be constrained to increase its delay to $#[

∗  while maintaining its error rate to !#∏
∫  and 

reducing its energy to "′#[ &< "#∏
(. Thus, constrained PDB can achieve more energy-efficient design 

compared to the PDB, while maintaining the system-level performance.  

 

 

 

Figure SF1: Design details of Shannon-inspired clocked ASL implementation of SVM: (A) Illustration of 

the difference between the PDB and the constrained PDB, and (B) the architecture of 8 × 8 Baugh-Wooley 

multiplier, where each {|â denotes a partial product æ|øâ, and æ| and ø| denote the bits of 8-bit binary 

operands. The green shaded area is a 5 × 5 Baugh-Wooley multiplier operating on first 5 input MSBs (after 

including 4 additional full adder blocks shown in green dotted line).  The output 

[ã[¿	ã¡	ã¬	ã∂	ãµ	ã√	ãs	ãƒ	ã3	æ√ø√] is the output of RPE-EST block as denoted in the main text Fig. 8(b).  

 

(ii) Reduced-precision embedded estimator (RPE-EST): 

Consider a multiplication of two 8-bit binary operands, æ¬æ∂ …æ[ and ø¬ø∂ …ø[, where æ|, ø| ∈

{0,1}∀å ∈ {1,… ,8} as follows:  



∆« =	 [»[µ … »3	æ[ø[] = (æ¬æ∂ …æ[) × (ø¬ø∂ …ø[) 

where ∆« is 16-bit binary output with its individual bits denoted as »[µ, … , »3 ∈ {0,1}. The corresponding 

architecture of Baugh-Wooley multiplier is shown in Fig. SF1(B), where {|â = æ|øâ, {̅|¬ = 	æ|ø ¬ and {̅¬| =

	æ ¬ø|		∀å, ç ∈ {1, … ,7}. If the input binary numbers are quantized to 5-bits, we get,  

∆«√ = [ã[¿ …ã3	(æsøs)] = 	 (æ¬æ∂æµæ√æs) × (ø¬ø∂øµø√øs) 

where ∆«√ is a 10-bit binary output with its individual bits denoted as ã[¿, … , ã3 ∈ {0,1}. 

Now, we use ∆«√ as an estimate of ∆«. However, instead of introducing a separate 5-bit multiplier, we 

observe that ∆«√ can be obtained by taking intermediate signals from 8 × 8 multiplier architecture as shown 

in Fig. SF1(B). We need to add four more full adders (shown with dotted outlines in Fig. SF1(B)) in order 

to compute appropriate carry in ∆«√. Thus, the estimate of actual output ∆« is obtained with minimal 

overhead. In addition, since most of the green-colored full adders are on the non-critical paths, the error in 

∆«√ is dominated by quantization error having a dense distribution over a shorter range, as desired for 

effective error compensation. The output ∆«√ obtained this way is exact if both (æ¬æ∂ …æ[) and 

(ø¬ø∂ …ø[)	are non-negative. 

In this SVM implementation, the feature vector À is unsigned while the weight vector Ã is signed. Hence, 

an appropriate constant (independent of magnitudes individual dimensions of vector Ã) is added in the final 

estimator output via the CSA which adds individual estimates of BWM outputs shown in green in the main 

text Fig. 8(b). 

(iii) ASL implementation of the TreeCompensator:  

The TreeCompensator is implemented using ASL 3-majoirty and inverter gates that are modeled in the 

exact same manner as those in the main block. In the clocked ASL implementation of the TreeCompensator, 

we compute ¢®ô by subtracting ¢ô from ¢® using an RCA-based 2’s complement subtractor. Then, we 

compare Õ|s with ¢®ô by subtracting each Õ| from ¢®ô in parallel, and record the sign bit of each comparison. 

Thus, we one RCAs per dominant peak in xy (per Õ|). The number of Õ|s is 31 for the particular 

implementation discussed in the main text. Then, we add these sign bit outputs of the comparisons using 



full-adder (FA) based 1s adder to compute index F of the tree leaf node (Fig. 7(d)), which then determines 

ŵ = wh. We assume 2’s complements of Õ|s and whs are locally stored in registers. We finally subtract ŵ 

from ¢® to compute ¢£ as per equation (7). 

(iv) Current redistribution in CSA and dimension reordering in the MB: 

Since the effectiveness of the PDB and PDR techniques increases with increasing path delay diversity in 

the logic network, we choose serial CSA in this design. We reorder the dimensions of weight vector Ã such 

that the products Œ|œ| are added in the ascending order of the value of the dimension Œ|, i.e. Œâœâ is added 

earlier than Œ|œ| if Œâ < Œ|. Thanks to PDB, this results in more reliable computation of the products of 

larger dimensions of Ã (since corresponding primary paths are shorter and hence consist of gates operating 

at lower error rate). Note that this dimension reordering needs to be performed only once. In CSA, since all 

paths have very similar path delays (path delay difference only arises due to the RCA at the last stage), we 

apply supply current redistribution to the CSA in the MB. In particular, we lower the supply current for 

gates computing both the top few MSBs and the bottom few LSBs, while increasing it for the gates 

computing middle output bits in the CSA. This again increases the probabilities of the errors having extreme 

magnitudes, and thereby the sparsity of the error distribution. It is to be noted that, unlike delay 

redistribution, there is no constraint on increasing the supply current in the current redistribution. This 

effectively enables increase in the switching energy of gates in the paths computing LSBs in the CSA until 

sufficiently good error distribution sparsity is achieved. 

 

 

III.Simulation Methodology and Details: 

A. Overall Methodology: 

Equation (SA3) captures the relationship between gate-level switching error rate (!), switching energy "#, 

and switching delay $#. For this work, we choose the material and device parameters provided in [2] as 

shown in Fig. SF2. All subsequent architecture and system level simulations are carried out in MATLAB.  



For a given logic network, we apply algorithms PDB and PDR (see Supplementary Information Section V 

for details) to reassign the gate delays and obtain &!, "#, $#( triplet for every gate in the network. We then 

write MATLAB subroutines capturing the logical behavior of clocked ASL majority and inverters gates, 

and employ proposed !-noisy model in the main text Fig. 4 to capture their temporal stochastic behavior 

and its previous output dependence. In particular, every time the subroutine is called, it computes gate’s 

correct output, and randomly flips it with probability ! if it is different from that gate’s previous output. 

Then, we hierarchically design MATLAB routines for clocked ASL full adder (FA) circuit in terms of 

clocked ASL based majority and inverters gates by appropriately calling corresponding subroutines. 

Similarly, we develop routines capturing erroneous behavior of clocked ASL implementations of more 

complex Boolean architectures (such as RCA, BWM, dot product shown in main text Fig. 8) in terms of 

clocked ASL based FA, majority and inverter subroutines. Then, we carry out Monte Carlo simulations by 

passing extracted input feature vectors through the architecture (with each gate making error randomly with 

corresponding ! probability) to estimate the final system-level performance in terms of true positive rate 

{N– and false alarm rate {—“. The decision delay is the sum of gate delays on the critical path, while total 

energy/decision is the sum of switching energies of all gates. Similarly, we estimate the system-level 

performance of the serial architecture, where all gates have identical delay and error rate. The {N– and {—“ 

for 20nm LV CMOS are same as that of the error-free computation. We follow the benchmarking 

methodology [3] to estimate the energy and delay of the CMOS implementation and consider energy-delay 

curve of 20nm LV CMOS FO4 inverter [2] as shown in main text Fig. 3. We assume the activity factor of 

50% for CMOS implementation.  



Figure SF2: List of device and material parameters [2].  

 

 

B. Details about specific simulations: 

(i) Delay Quantization:  

We first apply PDB and PDR algorithms to finalize the delays of all gates such that the error distribution is 

appropriately shaped. Then, we choose a set of ” distinct clock durations cN# = ‘$∞,[, $∞,3, … , $∞,’÷. Then, 

for every gate, we find clock duration $∞,| ∈ cN# that is both less than and nearest to the clock pulse duration 

assigned to that gate by PDB and PDR algorithms. We set clock duration of that gate to $∞,|. Thus, such 

delay quantization neither increases the final delay nor disturbs the logical dependence between the signals. 

For main text Fig. 10(a), the value of ” is 46, which is of the same order as that of the number of clock 



gating domains explored in [4]. It is indeed possible to further reduce the number of distinct clock durations 

by employing optimization techniques.  

(ii) Static process variations: 

In addition to the above gate delay quantization, we now consider variability in parameters such as "D, i 

and =9◊::ÿŸ due to process variations in clocked ASL fabric. In particular, variability in "D arises, at least 

in part, due to variations in the nanomagnet dimensions [5]–[7], while the variability in =9◊::ÿŸ is caused 

due to the threshold voltage ⁄N variations in its clocking transistor, and variations in the nanomagnet 

resistance [8]. Since the critical switching current =>?;@ of the nanomagnet is proportional to "D and	i, 

variations in "D, i result in variations in current =>?;@ as well [7]. The process variations are of two types, 

namely, within die variations and die-to-die variations. In die-to-die variations, the variations in all the 

devices on a given die are of equal magnitude. This variation amount differs randomly for each die. On the 

other hand, within-die variations capture the variability across the devices on the same die. Here, we only 

consider within die variations, since die-to-die variations are typically easier to compensate for [9], [10].  

For a given die, we randomly sample "D, i and =9◊::ÿŸ for each nanomagnet from Gaussian distributions 

having their nominal values as the means of the Gaussian distributions. Let ¨¤
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denote the standard deviations of the variations in "D, i and =9◊::ÿŸ normalized to their mean values, 

respectively. We carry out simulations for 30 distinct dies for each of the fl¨
¤

L
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¨
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L
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¨
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‡ values 

to capture the variability in the final application-level accuracy of the Shannon-inspired architecture. Main 

text Fig. 10(b) shows the box plot of TP rate as a function of ¨¤
L
Æ
Pr

, ¨
¤

L
Æ
H

 and ¨¤

L
Æ
VR‹SS›fi

. The error bars are 

obtained via simulations for 30 distinct dies operating at the average device error rate of 0.1%. 

 

(iii) Variations in the clocking network: 



We now explore the robustness of a Shannon-inspired architecture in the combined presence of dynamic 

variations in the clock network, the static process variations in the device parameters such as "D, i, =«· , 

and the delay quantization. First, we fix ¨¤
L
Æ
Pr

= 	4%, ¨
¤

L
Æ
H
= 	5%, and ¨¤

L
Æ
VM„

= 7% as described above. 

Since the ASL gates are nonvolatile, the variations in the arrival times can be absorbed in the equivalent 

variations in the clock pulse widths, via the following model:  

$#,‰ = $#,Â + qÊÁ®Ë 

where $#,Â denotes the quantized clock pulse width of the gate ∑, ÊÁ®Ë denotes uniformly distributed random 

variable between (-1,1), and parameter q controls the extent of the variations. ÊÁ®Ë is randomly sampled for 

each gate, every time it is executed. We denote quantized clock pulse having minimum duration by $#,È;<. 

We use the ratio Í

NO,ÎTU
 to quantify the extent of the clock network variations. Main text Fig. 10(c) shows a 

box plot of the TP rate of the Shannon-inspired architecture as a function of Í

NO,ÎTU
 estimated for 30 distinct 

dies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IV. PDB and PDR: Theory and Algorithms  

In this section, we describe general algorithms for PDB and PDR, and explain how those can be applied to 

achieve error statistics shaping for any given logic network.  

3.1  Preliminary Definitions and Notation:  

Consider a combinational logic network (c) having a Ï-bit output, consisting of ASL gates. Let total number 

of gates be Ì# and each gate be denoted as ∑â, ç ∈ ‘1, …Ì#÷. Let the delay of each gate be denoted as $#Ó
 

and its switching energy consumption as "#Ó
.For the given logic network c, the total switching energy 

consumption ℇ to compute one Ï-bit output word is given as:  

ℇ¨Κ#∏
, … , Κ#O

, $#∏
, … , $#O

Æ = z"#Ó

ÒO

â�[

= 	z
Κ#Ó

$#Ó

ÒO

â�[

 

Since energy can always be reduced at the expense of higher delay, we enforce an additional throughput 

constraint ($ÚÛ) at the system-level. Hence all output bits need to be computed within $ÚÛ delay after the 

input bits are available.  

In combinatorial circuits, there is no feedback. When each gate is considered as a node and each connection 

as an edge, the combinatorial circuit forms a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Thus c = 	 (⁄, ", $), where ⁄	is 

a set nodes (gates), " is a set of edges (connections), and $ is a set of weights (delays), one associated with 

each node (gate). Thus, in our definition of the DAG, one weight is associated with each node, as opposed 

to having weights associated with the edges in the conventional DAG definitions. While each logic gate 

has its own input and output, we refer to the input and outputs of the network as primary inputs and primary 

outputs and assume that they are latched at a single clock edge. All the logic gates having one of the primary 

input as their input are referred to as primary input nodes. Similarly, primary output nodes are the logic 

gates whose output is the primary output. 

We define a primary path in this DAG as a chain of cascaded nodes starting at one of the primary input 

nodes and terminating at one of the primary output nodes, while a path as any chain of cascaded nodes. 

Each path has a source node (a logic gate at the starting of the path) and a destination node (the last logic 



gate in the path). Each primary path is a subgraph Ù· = (ı·, ˆ·, Õ·) and hence has an associated set of 

nodes ı· ⊂ ⁄ defined as follows: 

ı· = {∑||	∑|	is	in	path	Ù·	∀	å	}	∀	˘ ∈ {1,… ,Ì˙}. 

where Ì˙ is total number of primary paths. Similarly, ˆ· is a set of connections between gates ∑| that 

constitute the primary path Ù·, and Õ· is the set of all delays of gates ∑|s in ı· defined as follows:  

Õ· = ‘$#n
|	∑|	is	in	path	Ù·	∀	å	÷	∀	˘ ∈ ‘1,… ,Ì˙÷. 

Now we define path delay as sum of the delays of the nodes in the path. Path delay of a path Ù· is denoted 

as Γ·, i.e., it is the sum of all elements in the set Õ·.  

Let ∆ = argmax
·

Γ·. Then Ù¸ is referred to as a critical path, a path having the largest path delay. Without 

loss of generality, let us assume that Ù[ is a critical path, i.e. Ù[ = Ù>:. We denote critical path delay by 

$∞˙ = max
·

Γ·. If all nodes have equal delays, $∞˙ is the delay of the paths having maximum number of 

gates.  

We define all set operations on paths as corresponding operations on their individual node, edge and weight 

sets. For example, Ù· ∩ Ù¸ ≜ (ı· ∩ ı¸, ˆ· ∩ ˆ¸	, Õ· ∩ Õ¸), Ù· ⊂ Ù¸ ≜ (ı· ⊂ ı¸, ˆ· ⊂ ˆ¸, Õ· ⊂ Õ¸) 

Each primary path Ù· can be partitioned into ˇ disjoint subsets as follows:  

Ù· = ‘Ù·,[àÙ·,3| … |Ù·,!} 

where each partition Ù·," 	∀	Ï ∈ {1, … , ˇ} has following properties  

(1) Each partition Ù·," is a path that entirely lies in the primary path Ù·.  

(2) Either Ù·," ⊂ Ù[ or Ù·," ∩ Ù[ = # (empty set) 

 

Without loss of generality, let us assume that partitions are indexed such that output of path Ù·,[ is primary 

output and output of each path Ù·," is input to path Ù·,"Z[. We refer to this indexing as ‘ordered indexing’. 

Lemma 1:  The number of partitions of a primary path Ù· is minimized to ˇ if the following condition is 

satisfied: 



If Ù·," ⊂ Ù[	then	Ù·,"][ ∩ Ù[ = #	∀	Ï ∈ {1, … , ˇ − 1}, where Ù[ denotes the critical path.  

Proof:  

By contradiction, suppose Ù·," ⊂ Ù[	and Ù·,"][ ∩ Ù[ ≠ # for some Ï.  

By the above property (2), we claim that Ù·,"][ ⊂ Ù[.  

Then, minimum number of partitions will be reduced to ˇ − 1 since new partition Ù·,"
∗ = 	 (Ù·," ∪ Ù·,"][)  

can be defined by merging Ù·," and Ù·,"][. 

Now we define an input critical path ¨Ù%;È&'(∑|) = ı%
;È&'(∑|), %̂

;È&'(∑|), Õ%
;È&'(∑|)Æ for each node ∑| in 

DAG c as the path having the largest delay, such that its source node is a primary input node and its 

destination node is the node ∑|. Similarly, output critical path &Ù%
eÈ&'(∑|) = ı%

eÈ&'(∑|),

%̂
eÈ&'(∑|), Õ%

eÈ&'(∑|)( for node ∑| can be defined as the path having the largest delay, such that its source 

node is ∑| and destination node is a primary output node. If there are multiple input (output) critical paths 

for a certain gate ∑|, they are denoted as Ùâ,%
;È&'(∑|) ¨Ùâ,%

eÈ&'(∑|)Æ with index ç used to distinguish between 

them. These terminologies will be used in subsequent subsections to describe PDB and PDR algorithms 

that can be applied to any given logic network as well as their properties. 

 

PDB algorithm and its properties:  

In PDB, the delays of gates on the non-critical path are increased such that every gate lies on at least one 

path having delay equal to the critical path delay, i.e. $∞˙. After applying PDB, we refer to the resulting 

delay assignment as a balanced delay assignment. Its mathematical definition is as follows: 

Definition 1:  Any given delay assignment ¨$#∏
∫ , … , $#O

∫ Æ is referred to as a balanced delay assignment if, 

for every gate ∑|, its gate delay $#n
∫  is given as: 

$#n
∫ = $∞˙

	 −	Γ%
;È&'(∑|) −	Γ%

eÈ&'(∑|) + 2$#n
∫

$#n
∫ = 	 Γ%

;È&'(∑|) +	Γ%
eÈ&'(∑|) −	$∞˙ (cd10)

 

where Γ%	;È&'(∑|), and Γ%	eÈ&'(∑|)  are the delay of Ù%;È&'(∑|) and Ù%eÈ&'(∑|) respectively. 



If a delay assignment of a logic network is balanced, it is impossible to increase the delay of a gate without 

decreasing the delay of other gate. There are many possible balanced delay assignments for a given logic 

network.  

For the logic networks consisting of large number of gates, finding balanced delay state directly by 

inspection may not be possible. Hence, we derive a general PDB algorithm that can be applied to any logic 

network. This algorithm finds a balanced delay assignment starting with a given delay assignment by 

updating individual gate delays. Now Lemma 2 investigates the properties of Ù%;È&'(∑|) and Ù%eÈ&'(∑|) for 

any gate ∑| in order to determine one particular sequence for updating gate delays such that eventual gate 

delay updates do not violate the condition in (cd10) for gates whose delays have been assigned/updated 

earlier. Thus, one can find balanced delay assignment in one iteration of updating individual gate delays in 

PDB algorithm.  

Lemma 2: Let the delays of all gates be equal and gate ∑| be any gate in a path Ù· in the logic network c. 

Then,  

Ù%
;È&'(∑|) ⊂ 	(	(Ù·) and Ù%eÈ&'(∑|) ⊂ ((Ù·)  

where a set of paths ((Ù·) is defined as 

((Ù·) = éprimary	path	ÙË	such	that	ΓË ≥ Γ·	∀	, ∈ ‘1,… ,Ì˙÷-. 

Proof:   

First, we will prove Ù%;È&'(∑|) ⊂ 	(	(Ù·): 

Ù%
;È&'(∑|) ⊂ 	(	(Ù·)

≡ /∃F	such	that	Ùh ∈ ((Ù·), ı%
;È&'(∑|) ⊂ 	ıh, %̂

;È&'(∑|) ⊂ 	ˆh, and	Õ%;È&'(∑|) ⊂ 	 Õh2 

Suppose that Ù%;È&'(∑|) ⊄ 	((Ù·). Let the primary path Ù¸
	  be a concatenation of path	Ù%;È&'(∑|) and path 

{Ù%
eÈ&'(∑|)\∑|}. Thus, Ù¸

	 	∉ 	(	(Ù·).  

Now Γ̧  is the maximum value among all the paths that contain gate ∑| by definitions of input critical path 

and output critical path. Hence, Γ̧ ≥ Γ·.  



Thus, we have,  Ù¸
	 	∉ 	(	(Ù·) even though Γ̧ ≥ Γ·. This contradicts the definition of ((Ù·). Hence, we 

prove that Ù%;È&'(∑|) ⊂ 	(	(Ù·).  

 

If there are multiple input or output critical paths for the gate ∑|, lemma 2 holds for each of them. 

Without loss of generality, let us index primary paths such that Γ[ ≥ Γ3 ≥ Γƒ ≥ ⋯ ≥ ΓÒ7. If, for any ∆ and 

˘, Γ̧ = Γ·, then ˘ < ∆ if Γ[∩· > Γ[∩¸, where, Γ[∩· denotes sum of delays of gates that lie on both Ù[ and 

Ù·, and Õ[ denotes the delay set of the critical path Ù[.  

Let us assume that there are total Ì∞˙ critical paths in a given logic network c. Now, PDB algorithm is 

applied to all the gates in the non-critical path as follows:   

 

Algorithm 1:   

Input: logic network c 

Output: Balanced delay assignment $#n
	∀	å 

$#n
← 1	∀	å  

(∞˙ = ⋃ ÙË
Ò:7
Ë�[   

$∞˙ = Γ[  

for ˘ = Ì∞˙ + 1:1:Ì˙  do 

      Partition Ù· = ‘Ù·,[àÙ·,3| … |Ù·,!} 

      ı∞< = ⋃ ıË
·Z[
Ë�[   

                 for F = ˇ:−1:1	do 

                      if &Ù·,h ∩ (∞˙( = # then 

     for = = 1:1: |ı·,h| do 

                  if ∑Â ∈ (ı·,h ∩ ı∞<∞ ),  then 

                                     compute Γ>(?„)
;È&' (∑Â), Γ>(?„)

eÈ&'(∑Â)  

            	$#@ = Γ>(?„)
;È&' &∑Â( +	Γ>(?„)

eÈ&'&∑Â( −	$∞˙  



          end 

  end 

           end 

    end 

end 

Balanced delay state puts the condition (cd10) on the delay of every gate and delays of its input and output 

critical paths. When individual primary paths are considered in sequence, Lemma 2 establishes that input 

and output critical paths for any gate on a given path Ù· lie on one of the paths having more or equal number 

of gates than the path Ù· itself. This fact and condition (cd10) are used together to derive delay update rule 

in the above PDB algorithm.  

Remark 1: Suppose the delay of a given gate is increased by a factor of A via PDB, the switching energy 

of that gate can be kept constant by reducing its supply current by a factor of √A. Even then, the energy 

delay product Κ#	
increases by the factor of A reducing the switching error rate !&Κ#	

( of that gate as 

indicated in equation (cd4).  

 

3.3  PDR algorithm and its properties:  

Application of PDB achieves a network in which all paths have the same delay, i.e., a balanced delay state. 

PDR transforms one balanced delay state into another balanced delay state. Recall from Definition 1 that, 

in balanced delay state, the gate delay $#n
 of every gate ∑| is given as  

$#n
= 	$%

;È&'(∑|) +	$%
eÈ&'(∑|) −	$∞˙. 

Hence, in PDR, in order to maintain balanced delay state, any increase in the gate delay $#n
 needs to be 

accompanied with equal amount of cumulative reduction in $%eÈ&'(∑|) (or $%;È&'(∑|), or both). Also, note 

that, in the balanced delay state, there can be multiple paths from gate ∑| to primary output nodes having 

delay equal to $%eÈ&'(∑|). Path delays of all these paths need to be reduced in order to reduce the value of 

$%
eÈ&'(∑|). The PDR algorithm below achieves exactly that.  



A general rule of applying PDR systematically to any given logic network can be stated as follows:  

Algorithm 2:  

Input: balanced day assignment $#n
	∀	å 

Output: another balanced delay assignment  $#n
∗ 	∀	å 

Select any gate ∑·  

$#„
∗ ← $#„

+ $[.    

for å = 1:1:total number of Ù%eÈ&'(∑·) paths do  

 for every gate ∑ÂÓ
∈ ı|,%

eÈ&'(∑·) do 

  $#@Ó
∗ ← $#@Ó

−
N∏

àCn,D
EÎFG(#„)à

 

end 

Thus, increase in the delay $#„
 of gate ∑· is accompanied with the equal reduction in the path delay 

Γ%
eÈ&'(∑·), achieving the delay redistribution while keeping the balanced delay state intact. Of course, it is 

not necessary to reduce the delay of each gate in ı|,%
eÈ&'(∑·) by same amount. The only requirement is that 

the total Γ%eÈ&'(∑·) should be reduced by $[. Above algorithm can similarly be modified to achieve 

reduction in Γ%;È&'(∑·) or cumulative reduction in both Γ%;È&'(∑·) and Γ%eÈ&'(∑·).  

Remark 2: If all gates are operating at the same supply current, the application of PDR does not change 

the total energy consumption of the logic network. Analogously, if all the gates are operating at the same 

delay, similar redistribution can be made for the supply current i.e., some gates can be operated at lower 

supply current and others at higher supply current, while making sure that the total energy consumption 

remains same.  
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